OPERA OLIMPIADE
Pietro Metastasio’s L’Olimpiade, presented in concert with music
penned by sixteen of the Olympian composers of the 18th century
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Andrea Marcon, conductor
Romina Basso Megacle
Franziska Gottwald Licida
Karina Gauvin Argene
Ruth Rosique Aristea
Carlo Allemano Clistene
Nicholas Spanos Aminta
Semi-staged by Nicolas Musin

SUMMARY
Although the Olympic games are indelibly linked with Greece, Italy was progenitor of the
Olympic operas, spawning a musical legacy that continues to resound in opera houses
and concert halls today. Soon after 1733, when the great Roman poet Pietro Metastasio
witnessed the premiere of his libretto L’Olimpiade in Vienna, a procession of more than
50 composers began to set to music this tale of friendship, loyalty and passion. In the
course of the 18th century, theaters across Europe commissioned operas from the
Olympian composers of the day, and performances were acclaimed in the royal courts
and public opera houses from Rome to Moscow, from Prague to London.

Pietro Metastasio	


In counterpoint to the 2012 Olympic games, Opera Olimpiade has
been created to explore and celebrate the diversity of musical
expression inspired by this story of the ancient games. Research in
Europe and the United States yielded L’Olimpiade manuscripts by
many composers, providing the opportunity to extract the finest arias
and present Metastasio’s drama through an array of great musical
minds of the century. Andrea Marcon will conduct the Venice Baroque
Orchestra and a cast of six virtuosi singers—dare we say of Olympic
quality—in
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concert

performances

of

the

complete

libretto,

a

succession of 25 spectacular arias and choruses set to music by 16
composers: Caldara, Vivaldi, Pergolesi, Leo, Galuppi, Perez, Hasse,
Traetta, Jommelli, Piccinni, Gassmann, Myslive ek, Sarti, Cherubini,
Cimarosa, and Paisiello.

Tour plans on three continents include performances in France, Belgium, Germany, Britain, Italy, USA, Japan and
Korea. The opera will be recorded by Naïve Records in August 2011 for release in May 2012, and a semi-staged
production is in development for worldwide television and DVD distribution. The cast for concerts in Europe is
generally Romina Basso, Karina Gauvin, Franziska Gottwald, Carlo Allemano, Ruth Rosique and Nicholas Spanos.
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Mezzo-soprano
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SYNOPSIS
CLISTENE

King of Sicione, father of Aristea

ARISTEA

His daughter, lover of Megacle

ARGENE

Cretan noblewoman, disguised as a shepherdess, lover of Licida

MEGACLE

Lover of Aristea and friend of Licida

LICIDA

Believed to be the son of the King of Crete, lover of Aristea and friend of Megacle

AMINTA

Tutor to Licida

Twin children were born to Clistene, King of Sicione, but, warned by the Oracle that he might be murdered by his own
son, he rid himself of the son and saved his daughter Aristea. Grown in age and beauty, she was loved by Megacle, a noble
Athenian and several times winner of the Olympic Games. However the King would not consent to her marrying an
Athenian, and Megacle fled in desperation to Crete. Here he was attacked by brigands and his life was saved by Licida,
believed to be the son of the King of Crete. Now Clistene has been elected to preside over the Olympic games and has
promised his daughter Aristea to the winner. Licida, who has fallen in love with her, asks Megacle to compete in his place
and under his name, since Megacle is a far better athlete. Megacle, unaware that Aristea is the trophy, agrees to the
deception, remembering that Licida had saved his life, and rushes off to register for the competition. In the countryside,
Aristea talks with Argene, disguised as a shepherdess after fleeing from Crete to escape a forced marriage while she was
in love with Licida, who had promised to marry her. While comparing their sad tales, Argene reveals the name of the man
she would have been forced to marry: Megacle. King Clistene arrives to announce the beginning of the games and that
Licida will be competing. Only after the oath-taking does Megacle realize that he will be competing under Licida’s name
for Aristea, who is his own love frustrated by her father’s disapproval. Faced with the moral dilemma, Megacle decides
that friendship must prevail over love, and that even Aristea would despise him for a breach of loyalty to a friend. In a
fleeting encounter with Aristea, who is overjoyed that he has arrived in time to compete, he can not explain himself and
appears cold and distant. Confusion and despair reign as they are called to the arena. The pivotal moment then is the
rediscovery of Clistene’s son, abandoned as a child because of the threat of the Oracle. And to this ending inevitably leads
the amorous fury of Aristea, the heroic friendship of Megacle, the inconstancy and madness of Licida and the generosity
of the faithful Argene.

ARIA

COMPOSER

PREMIERE

ACT I
Superbo di me stesso (Megacle)
Quel destrier, che all'albergo è vicino (Licida)
Oh care selve, oh cara felice libertà! (Argene)
Del destin non vi lagnate (Clistene)
Tu di saper procura (Aristea)
Più non si trovano (Argene)
Mentre dormi (Licida)
Nei giorni tuoi felici (Aristea/Megacle)

Johann Adolf Hasse
Niccolò Jommelli
Giuseppe Sarti
Josef Myslive!ek
Giovanni Paisiello
Davide Perez
Antonio Vivaldi
Leopold Gassmann

1756
1761
1778
1778
1786
1753
1734
1764

Dresden
Stuttgart
Florence
Naples
Naples
Lisbon
Venice
Vienna

Antonio Caldara
Tommaso Traetta
Johann Adolf Hasse
Tommaso Traetta
Davide Perez
Luigi Cherubini
Leonardo Leo
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi
Baldassare Galuppi

1733
1758
1756
1758
1753
1783?
1737
1735
1747

Vienna
Verona
Dresden
Verona
Lisbon
na
Naples
Rome
Milan

Niccolò Piccinni
Niccolò Jommelli
Davide Perez
Leonardo Leo
Leopold Gassmann
Domenico Cimarosa
Leopold Gassmann
Leopold Gassmann

1768
1761
1753
1737
1764
1784
1764
1764

Rome
Stuttgart
Lisbon
Naples
Vienna
Vicenza
Vienna
Vienna

INTERMISSION

ACT II
Grandi, è ver, son le tue pene (Aristea)
Che non mi disse un dì! (Argene)
Siam navi all'onde algenti (Aminta)
Del forte Licida (Coro)
So ch'è fanciullo Amore (Clistene)
Se cerca, se dice: "L'amico dov'è?" (Megacle)
Tu me da me dividi (Aristea)
No, la speranza più non mi alletta (Argene)
Gemo in un punto, e fremo (Licida)
INTERMISSION

ACT III
Caro, son tua così (Aristea)
Lo seguitai felice (Megacle)
Fiamma ignota nell'alma mi scende (Argene)
Son qual per mare ignoto (Aminta)
I tuoi strali terror de' mortali (Coro)
Non so donde viene (Clistene)
I tuoi strali terror de' mortali (Coro)
Vivà il figlio delinquente (Coro)

COMPOSERS

CALDARA

JOMMELLI

PERGOLESI

CHERUBINI

GASSMANN

CIMAROSA

LEO

PICCINNI

MYSLIVE EK

SARTI

GALUPPI

HASSE

PAISIELLO

PEREZ

TRAETTA

VIVALDI

SEMI-STAGING and DESIGN CONCEPTS
With Pietro Metastasio’s libretto to L’Olimpiade, we enter a landscape of great purity that is at once both ancient and
modern, with the Olympic setting providing a context for moral instruction through stage entertainment. If Metastasio’s
story draws more upon history than portraying it, L’Olimpiade is nevertheless a wonderful celebration of the Olympics
and a poetical reflection of an age. We would like to believe that the innumerable echoes of the ancient games through the
centuries in literature and the arts helped keep the flame alive until it reached Baron Pierre de Coubertin.
A semi-staged presentation permits us to liberate the text and music from the often dominant scenery, props and
supernumeraries, which in Baroque opera productions today can detract from the intensity of the human drama and
musical line. Here we can place all of the actors of the opera—the singers, the conductor and the orchestra—in dynamic
juxtaposition.

Costume designs by Nicolas Musin for Act I

In place of traditional theatrical devices, and with the intent to step outside of naturalism and suggest rituals of the
Olympics, a gestural language has been created, inspired by dance, athletics and bunraku, with highly stylized and
structural costumes meant to evoke the interlaced rings and the neutral purity of the white background of the Olympic
flag. The goal is to focus on the psychological states of the characters and their emotional responses to events, relying on
the body’s unique metaphoric ability to create meaning, an ‘Olympic’ meaning. The ‘superhuman’ characters of
Metastasio’s libretto are neither reconstructed Greeks and Romans draped in imitation of the antique, nor eighteenthcentury gentlemen and ladies. They are the necessities and suggestions of great art, alive and timeless.
Within this frame of ‘asceticism’—of extreme reduction of typical visual supports, the characters will progress from a
deeply human, earthy dimension toward one of transcendence, supported by sophisticated lighting to sculpt the space
and the bodies and create a veritable playground for the eternal conflict between romantic passion and loyalty and the
ultimate victory of virtue and reason.
The sculptural costumes are inspired by Olympics symbols, from a stylized version of the interlocked rings (through
interlaced shimmering fabrics) and a metaphor of the cauldron (through ‘geometric’ costumes) to a reflection of the white
background flag (through seamless costumes). The forms are a synthesis of a multicultural universe, with the colors a
glint of nature: water, sky and human skin.

CREATIVE TEAM
Founded in 1997 by Baroque scholar, harpsichordist and organist Andrea Marcon, the
Venice Baroque Orchestra has received wide critical acclaim for its concert and opera
performances throughout North America, Europe, South America, and Asia. Committed to
the rediscovery of first-rate Baroque opera, Marcon has led the Venice Baroque Orchestra
in modern-day premieres of Francesco Cavalli’s L’Orione, Vivaldi’s Atenaide, Benedetto
Marcello’s La morte d’Adone and Il trionfo della poesia e della musica, Handel’s Siroe,
Cimarosa’s L’Olimpiade, Galuppi’s L’Olimpiade, and Boccherini’s La Clementina. For
several of its recordings for Deutsche Grammophon and Sony, the Orchestra has been
honored with the Diapason d’Or, Choc du Monde de la Musique, Echo Award and the
Edison Award. Since their United States debut in 2001 at Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall,
the Orchestra has performed in more cities in the US than any other period instrument
orchestra.
Conductor Andrea Marcon is widely recognized as a leading interpreter of the Baroque
and Classical periods. He has recorded more the 50 CDs, and has been awarded the
Deutschen Schallplatten Kritik prize four times for his recordings as organist and
harpsichordist. Among the many guest artists with whom he has collaborated are
Magdalena Ko ená, Philippe Jaroussky, Patricia Petibon, Sara Mingardo, Marie-Nicole
Lemieux, Andreas Scholl, Cecilia Bartoli, Anna Netrebko, Angelika Kirchschlager, Viktoria
Mullova, and Giuliano Carmignola. A regular guest conductor at the Frankfurt Opera and
Theater Basel, since 2008 Marcon has been the artistic director of the Kammer Akademie
Potsdam and also of the Oriol Ensemble concert series at the Philharmonie in Berlin. His
performances on three continents have been filmed by the BBC, NHK, Belgian TV and
Netherlands TV, and broadcast also by RadioFrance, France Musique, ORF, RaiDue, BBC3,
National Public Radio, American Public Media, RadioTre, and Arte.

Born in Belgium, choreographer, dancer and designer Nicolas Musin worked under the
direction of Rudolf Nureyev with Paris Opera Ballet, and danced as principal with Ballets de
Monte-Carlo, Hamburg Ballet, and Vienna State Opera Ballet. He has worked with
choreographers including Maurice Béjart, Alvin Ailey, John Neumeier, Mats Ek, Jiri Kilian,
William Forsythe, Ohad Naharin, Angelin Preljocaj, and Karole Armitage. His career as
choreographer, set and costume designer was launched with Ballets de Monte-Carlo, New
National Theatre Tokyo, Introdans, Rambert Ballet, Stuttgart Ballet, Ballet Gulbenkian, Vienna
State Opera Ballet and Bayerisches Staatsballett. In addition to leading his own dance group,
abcdcompany, further collaborations have included the Bregenz Festspiele, Venice Baroque
Orchestra, Wiener Philharmoniker, Venice Biennale, Suzanne Dellal Center Tel-Aviv, Teatro
Regio Torino, ORF television (for the New Year’s concert worldwide broadcast), High School
of Design Geneva, Contemporary Arts Center Geneva, Museum of Modern and Contemporary
Art Geneva, and Theatro Municipal do Rio de Janeiro.

Concerto Barocco, with costumes, lighting, choreography, video, and staging by Nicolas Musin

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The cultural traces of ancient Greece were a major element in European
intellectual life from the moment it emerged from the Middle Ages, but while
stories had been often preserved by cloistered copyists and Palladio could
make drawings of ancient monuments, no real traces of the music remained. All
kinds of speculation about instruments, tunings, even melodies, took place
over a long period of time, parallel to the development of expressive vocal
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music, the ‘seconda prattica’ of Monteverdi and Italian opera. From the
beginning, Italian opera was heavily invested in classical subjects, but, as a

popular form that depended on ticket sales (regardless of which social class was buying), it was subject to the rapid
evolution of popular taste. A form, conceived as declamation in music in 17th-century Venice, had already become
something else by the end of the century, and the stories changed with it.
The fascination with ancient culture took a new turn in the 18th century, although still providing popular plots. The
Arcadian Academy in Rome lay at the heart of numerous academic attempts to reform poetry. Meeting in a garden on the
Janiculum Hill, its members took mythical names in their discussions of how to clear Italian poetry of baroque artifice,
the “distortions” of Marini, Ariosto, Tasso, all of whom had provided texts for such composers as Monteverdi. Their
principles also extended to a higher moral tone, eliminating comic scenes and all obscenity, as they sought to restore
drama to a presumed pastoral dignity. The young Pietro Metastasio, godson and protégé of Arcadians, was also a member.
Of all the librettists working in Italy at the beginning of the century, he may be the only one who didn’t have two artistic
lives: writing commercial plots to earn a living while subscribing in both subject matter and language to the Arcadian
principles of decorum and moral tone. Perhaps he never needed to resolve this apparent conflict considering the

important support and recommendations he brought with him to Vienna
where he became court poet to the Emperor—Poeta Casareo. Olimpiade was
written for this court, a very restricted and conservative audience, and set
to music by Antonio Caldara in a suitable conservative style. The
chronology of the subsequent flood of new scores on this libretto suggests
that most of the later Italian composers were addressing a very different
audience. Writing for the commercial opera houses, they faced totally
different pressures—from impresarios, singers and the broadening public.
It is interesting that Metastasio almost always lamented the changes made
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by these composers to his carefully balanced plots and poetry, while even the English critic Charles Burney considered
him the best and almost only Lyric Poet...by Lyric Poet is here meant one who writes poetry for music.
The Metastasio Olimpiade is essentially a moral, sentimental tale told in
very formal verse, based on the eternal conflict between loyalty and
romantic passion. Considered by many to be the most perfect of his
dramas both for the skillful handling of the story and for the nobility of
its poetry, it thrived during a period of musical revolution: Speech in
music with occasional arioso melody had rapidly moved its story into
recitative and the poetry into longer, increasingly ornate da capo arias.
An explanation of this process is infinitely more nuanced than space
permits; however, the musical consequences can best be enjoyed in
performance.
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